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Abstract

Mass-mobility measurements using a centrifugal particle mass analyzer (CPMA) and

differential mobility spectrometer (DMS) are demonstrated. The CPMA, which classifies

an aerosol by mass-to-charge ratio, is used upstream of a DMS, which measures the

mobility size distribution of the mass-classified particles in real-time. Since the CPMA

classifies particles by mass-to-charge ratio and multiply-charged particles are present,

the particle mobility sizes of several different masses will be measured by the DMS.

Therefore, a correction scheme is required to make accurate measurements. To validate

this measurement scheme, two different CPMA-DMS systems were used to measure the

known density of di(2ethylhexyl) sebacate (DEHS). The first system used a standard

DMS500 (sDMS, Cambustion), while the second system used a modified DMS (mDMS),

which had lower sizing uncertainties. The second configuration, a CPMA-mDMS system,

was then used to measure the mass and mobility of aircraft particulate matter generated

by CFM56-5B4-2P, CFM56-7B26 and PW4000-100 turbine engines.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Over the last century the advancement of technology, particularly instrumen-

tation, has led to the discovery and more accurate characterization of aerosols.

Aerosols are small particles, usually in the nanometer to micrometer range, that are

suspended in a gas medium. Some common examples of aerosols are dust, cigarette

smoke or car exhaust. Particulate matter (PM) is a subcategory of aerosols and

usually refers to aerosols of a carbonaceous nature, such as diesel engine or turbine

engine exhaust.

1.1 Effects of particulate matter

Particulate matter adversely affects the environment by lowering air quality and

visibility (Hinds, 1999). These particles are also small enough to deposit in the

human lung or even translocate into the circulatory system, affecting human health

(Pope, 2000). The global climate is also influenced by these emission sources as the

particles scatter or absorb solar radiation or act as heterogeneous nucleation sites

for clouds, affecting the radiative balance of heat within the atmosphere (Forster

et al., 2007). Therefore, turbine engine PM emissions also negatively impact the

environment (Unal et al., 2005; Woody et al., 2011), the global climate (Brasseur

A version or portion of this chapter has been submitted for publication/accepted for publica-
tion/published. Accepted: Johnson et al. (2013b), Submitted: Johnson et al. (2013a)
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et al., 1998; Lee et al., 2009a) and human health (Ratliff et al., 2009). This emission

source is only expected to grow as revenue passenger miles are predicted to increase

an average of 2.2% per year domestically in the United States and 4.2% per year

internationally over the next 20 years (FAA, 2013).

1.2 Particulate matter regulations

Particulate emissions are regulated and controlled in the interest of the public.

The smoke number has been the standard emissions test of aircraft exhaust since

the 1970’s and ensures the exhaust is “non-visible” (SAE, 2011a). This property is

quantified by measuring the relative optical reflectance of aircraft soot that has been

collected on filter paper (SAE, 2011a). However this measurement is biased towards

larger particles as light scattering is proportional to the particle diameter squared.

Therefore this standard may or may not be a good metric for quantifying the health

and climate effects of these emissions. Gas-phase emissions of aircraft exhaust, such

as CO2, CO and NOx, have also been characterized since the 1970’s following SAE

ARP1256 (SAE, 2011b) and more recently SAE ARP1533 (SAE, 2013a). However

these standards also do not account for the PM emissions component of aircraft

exhaust. Therefore SAE has started developing additional standards to address

these concerns. SAE AIR5892 (SAE, 2004) and AIR6037 (SAE, 2010) discuss the

possible measurement methods that could be used to characterize aircraft PM. These

documents led to the development of SAE AIR6241 (SAE, 2013b), which is currently

in draft form. Similar to automotive standards (ISO, 2002), this standard proposes

that aircraft PM emissions should be regulated based on non-volatile particle number

and mass concentrations.

The effects of an emission source on human health and the climate are particle

size dependent. Therefore both the particle number and mass concentrations are

required to quantify this effect. A low mass concentration might meet emission

standards, yet the source could still be harmful if the particle number concentration

is high, indicating a significant amount of small particles with negligible mass.
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Particle number concentration is usually measured by a condensation particle

counter (CPC). This method condenses a liquid on the particles, such as butanol or

water, to increase the particle size to the point that they can be detected and counted

by an optical eye (Agarwal and Sem, 1980). The other most common method uses

an electrometer to measure the charge concentration of the aerosol. This method

requires the charge distribution of the aerosol to be known to convert the aerosol

charge concentration to particle number concentration.

While many methods exist to measure PM mass concentration (SAE, 2010),

such as gravimetric filters, thermo-optical methods (such as NIOSH 5040), tapered

element oscillating microbalances (TEOM) or multiangle absorption photometry

(MAAP), only two methodologies currently meet the requirements of SAE AIR6241

(SAE, 2013b). The laser induced incandescence (LII) heats the particles with a

modulated laser and measures the incandescence signal produced by the particulate

matter using two-color pyrometry (Snelling et al., 2000). This incandescence signal

is proportional to the soot volume fraction (Melton, 1984). The micro soot sensor

(MSS) or photoacoustic soot sensor (PASS) also uses a modulated laser to heat and

cool the particulate matter (Schindler et al., 2004). This cycle causes the particles

to expand and contract, thus generating pressure fluctuations or sound waves in the

surrounding medium that can be detected by a microphone and are proportional to

the soot concentration.

1.3 Mass-mobility relationship

Non-volatile aircraft emissions at the turbine engine exit plane consist mainly of

black carbon aggregates (Anderson et al., 1998b; Timko et al., 2010; Peck et al.,

2012) as shown in Figure 1-1.

Fractal-like aggregates are a formation of primary particles (Dobbins and Megaridis,

1987) and are often characterized by a power-law relationship (Schmidt-Ott et al.,

1990; Koylu and Faeth, 1992; Faeth and Koylu, 1995; Sorensen, 2011). One way to

define this correlation is the mass-mobility exponent (Dm). This parameter relates

3



Figure 1-1: Transmission electron microscope (TEM) image of aircraft particulate matter
(adapted from Johnson et al. (2003)).

the particle mass (m) to its mobility diameter (dm) by:

m = CdDm
m , (1.1)

where C is a constant1. The mobility diameter is the diameter of a sphere with

the same electrical mobility or same dynamic behaviour when placed in an external

electric field as the particle in question. This parameter is easy to measure using an

electrostatic classifier, such as a differential mobility analyzer (DMA), and therefore

is usually reported as the particle size.

McMurry et al. (2002) extended the power-law relationship one step further by

defining the effective particle density (ρeff) as the mass of the particle divided by its

1This equation is purely empirical and does not apply to the mass-mobilities of all non-spherical
particles, such as in the transition regime (slip regime effects) as outlined by Sorensen (2011).
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mobility-equivalent volume or expressed mathematically as:

ρeff =
6

π

m

d3
m

= kdDm−3
m , (1.2)

where k is a constant (k = 6C/π). This equation is typically fitted to mass-mobility

results from combustion sources, such as flames (Maricq and Xu, 2004) and diesel

engines (Park et al., 2004; Olfert et al., 2007), as these particles usually exhibit

fractal-like properties.

Volatile material is also produced from turbine engines. This component of the

exhaust is very sensitive to sampling or post mixing conditions as it easily condenses

or evaporates at lower temperatures (<200◦C). It is usually formed from gaseous

combustion products, such as water vapor and organic hydrocarbons (Onasch et al.,

2009; Beyersdorf et al., 2012), and/or fuel sulfur (Anderson et al., 1998a; Wey et al.,

2007) condensing on the non-volatile components.

1.4 Applications of the mass-mobility relationships

Park et al. (2003b) and Liu et al. (2012) showed mass-mobility exponents or ef-

fective densities can be used to convert mobility-based size distributions to mass

distributions, which can be integrated to calculate the total particulate mass con-

centration. This principle provides alternatives for traditional mass measurements,

such as gravimetric filters and thermo-optical methods (NIOSH 5040), which re-

quire long samples times and therefore are not feasible for aircraft measurements.

Furthermore mobility sizing instruments, such as a scanning mobility particle sizer

(SMPS; Wang and Flagan, 1990), are able to detect single particles. Therefore very

low mass concentrations can be measured with a mobility size distribution if the

effective density function is known or measured, as shown in Figure 1-2.

Mass-mobility exponents and effective densities also provide a relationship be-

tween aerodynamic2 and mobility sizes and information on particle morphology

2The aerodynamic diameter is the diameter of a sphere with unit density that has the same settling
velocity as the particle in question.
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Figure 1-2: (a) Example of an aerosol mobility-size distribution, summing the size bins
determines the total particle number concentration. (b) Example of an aerosol effective
density function. (c) Mass distribution calculated from the example mobility-size distri-
bution and effective density function, summing the size bins determines the total mass
concentration.
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(DeCarlo et al., 2004). Particle morphology is the structure or shape of the particle.

This characteristic affects particle transportation and behaviour in the atmosphere

(Jacobson, 2001) and human lung (Scheckman and McMurry, 2011; Rissler et al.,

2012).

To calculate particulate matter (PM) mass emissions from measured mobility

size distributions, previous turbine engines studies have assumed that aircraft ex-

haust particles were solid spheres that have unit density (Anderson et al., 2005; Wey

et al., 2007; Kinsey, 2009; Mazaheri et al., 2009; Kinsey et al., 2012; Peck et al., 2012)

or the density of carbon (1500-1900 kg/m3) (Hagen et al., 1998; Lukachko et al.,

2005; Brundish et al., 2007; Dakhel et al., 2007). The validity of these assump-

tions is questionable as the particles are expected to be nonspherical and follow a

fractal-like relationship causing the effective density to be a function of the particle

size. Therefore, having a known density function would avoid these assumptions

and yield more accurate results.

1.5 Previous mass-mobility measurement techniques

Traditionally, the effective density is measured using a differential mobility analyzer

(DMA), a mass analyzer and condensation particle counter (CPC) in series; where

the mass-analyzer could be either a centrifugal particle mass analyzer (CPMA; Olfert

et al., 2006) or an aerosol particle mass analyzer (APM; Ehara et al., 1996). A DMA

selects particles based on their electrical mobility diameter using an electrostatic

classifier as shown in Figure 1-3.

Particles are charged upstream of the electrostatic classifier using a radioactive

neutralizer. A radioactive neutralizer charges particle by producing positive and

negative ions or bipolar ions. These ions impact the particles through diffusion and

the balance of these ions on each particle determines its charge state. This charged

aerosol sample, as well as clean (particle free) sheath flow, are introduced at the top

of the classifier as shown in Figure 1-3. A voltage potential is placed between the

classifier’s two concentric cylinders, inducing an electrostatic force on the charged

7



Figure 1-3: Schematic of DMA, where Qsh is the sheath flowrate, Qa is the inlet sample
flowrate, Qs is the outlet sample flowrate, r1 is the radius of the inner cylinder or
collection rod, r2 is the radius of the outer cylinder and ra is the minimum radius inlet
position for a particle with the set mobility diameter that will allow it to pass though
the classifier (adapted from Wang and Flagan (1990)).
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particles in the radial direction of the classifier. This electrostatic force causes the

particles to move relative to the surrounding gas medium, usually air, inducing

a drag force on the particles against its relative motion. Therefore only particles

that experience the correct drag and electrostatic forces or possessing the selected

electrical mobility diameter will travel from the classifier sample inlet to outlet.

Particles with smaller mobility diameters will impact and stick to the inner cylinder

before reaching the outlet slot, while particles with larger mobility diameters will

not reach the outlet slot in time and will be carried out through the bottom of the

classifier with the sheath flow.

A CPMA classifies particles by their mass-to-charge ratio by balancing opposing

electrostatic and centrifugal forces as shown in Figure 1-4.

Figure 1-4: Schematic of CPMA, where r1 is the radius of the inner cylinder, r2 is
the radius of the outer cylinder, ω is the angular velocity of the cylinders, V is the
voltage potential between the cylinders, Fe is the particle electrostatic force and Fc is
the particle centrifugal force (adapted from Olfert and Collings (2005)).

The electrostatic force (Fe) is generated by placing a voltage potential (V) be-

tween the two concentric cylinders, while the centrifugal force (Fc) is generated by

spinning these cylinders. While both the CPMA and APM classify particles by their

9



mass-to-charge ratio by balancing opposing electrostatic and centrifugal forces, the

CPMA’s inner cylinder is spun slightly faster than the outer cylinder to generate

Couette flow. This subtle difference from the APM’s cylinders (which rotate at the

same angular velocity) creates a stable system of forces on the particles, thereby im-

proving the transmission efficiency of the CPMA over the APM (Olfert and Collings,

2005). For the remainder of this work the terms CPMA and APM are interchange-

able as the proposed method was developed using a CPMA, but would also work

with an APM.

The layout of the DMA-CPMA-CPC system is shown in 1-5.

CPMA
DMA

Aerosol

Source
CPC

Figure 1-5: Schematic of DMA-CPMA-CPC system.

In this setup a DMA, with a charge neutralizer, is used to electrically charge

and select the aerosol based on electrical mobility. The particles exiting the DMA

will have a narrow range of electrical mobilities. However, due to the possibility of

multiple-charge states, the particles will likely have different mechanical mobilities.

The CPMA further classifies the particles by mass-to-charge ratio. The concentra-

tion of classified particles is measured by a condensation particle counter (CPC). By

stepping the voltage and/or rotational speed of the CPMA, the aerosol concentration

is recorded as a function of the CPMA operating condition. If no multiply-charged

particles are present and the particles have a uniform effective density over the

range of mobilities, then this function is approximately normally-distributed and

the maximum corresponds to the average mass of the particles exiting the CPMA.

Alternatively, if the resolution of the DMA and CPMA is sufficiently high, or the

fraction of multiply-charged particles is sufficiently low, and the mass-to-charge ra-

tio of the particles with equivalent electrical mobility are sufficiently different, then

the multiply-charged particles are seen as separate maxima in the number concen-

tration function. These maxima can be fit with a least squares minimization using

an asymmetric normal distribution or a lognormal distribution as done by Tajima
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et al. (2011) or by a function constructed by the convolution of the DMA and CPMA

transfer functions (Emery, 2005; Barone et al., 2011). Otherwise other correction

schemes are required (Olfert et al., 2007; Shin et al., 2009). This setup, using either

a CPMA or APM, has been used to measure the effective density of diesel soot (Park

et al., 2003a; Olfert et al., 2007; Barone et al., 2011), flame soot (Kim et al., 2009b;

Xue et al., 2009; Cross et al., 2010; Ghazi et al., 2013), carbon nanofibres/nanotubes

(Ku et al., 2006; Kim et al., 2009a), oils or secondary organic aerosols (SOA) (Mal-

loy et al., 2009), metallic or silica agglomerates (Shin et al., 2009; Scheckman et al.,

2009; Eggersdorfer et al., 2012), Aquadag and fullerene soot (Gysel et al., 2011) and

nano-particles produced by spray-drying (Lee et al., 2009b, 2011).

Another method to determine the mass-mobility of aerosols uses a SMPS and

electrical low pressure impactor (ELPI; Keskinen et al., 1992) in parallel. The mobil-

ity size distribution (measured by the SMPS) and aerodynamic diameter (measured

by the ELPI) are related by the average effective density of the particles (Ahlvik

et al., 1998). This method was used by Ristimaki et al. (2002) to measure particles

of DOS, Santovac vacuum oil and Fomblin vacuum oil and by Virtanen et al. (2004)

to measure DOS and silver agglomerate particles. A variation of this method places

a DMA in series with an ELPI. This experimental set-up was used by Maricq and

Xu (2004) to measure poly-α-olefin oil aerosol, diesel engine exhaust and direct in-

jection spark ignition engine exhaust. Fernandez de la Mora et al. (2003) used a

DMA and a focused impactor to measure the mobility and mass of silver particles

with mobility diameters below 10 nm.

DeCarlo et al. (2004) also showed that the relationship between mobility and

vacuum aerodynamic diameter can be used to determine the effective density of

aerosol particles. A DMA or SMPS is used to classify/measure the particles based

on electrical mobility, while the vacuum aerodynamic diameter is measured using

an aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS; Jayne et al., 2000). Malloy et al. (2009) used

the parallel combination of an SMPS and AMS to measure the effective density of

SOA and this was compared against results obtained using a tandem APM-SMPS

system, where the SMPS was scanned downstream of the APM operating at fixed
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conditions.

The mass-mobility relationship can also be determined for very small particles

(<3 nm) using a tandem DMA-mass spectrometer system, where the particle mass

is directly measured by the mass spectrometer, as demonstrated by Larriba et al.

(2011).

1.6 Aircraft particulate matter

Many studies have characterized aircraft exhaust using particle number concentra-

tions (Anderson et al., 1998b; Corporan et al., 2007), mass concentration (Rogers

et al., 2005; Cheng et al., 2008), gas phase emissions (Herndon et al., 2008; Spicer

et al., 2009) or other characteristics (Wayson et al., 2002); however, only a few stud-

ies have measured effective density. Yu et al. (2010) measured the average effective

density of turbine engine lubrication oil emissions to be 930 kg/m3 using the rela-

tionship between particle vacuum aerodynamic diameter (measured using a compact

time-of-flight aerosol mass spectrometer, C-TOFAMS) and volume equivalent diam-

eter (measured using an ultra high sensitivity aerosol spectrometer, UHSAS). Using

the same measurement principle Onasch et al. (2009), using an AMS and Scanning

Mobility Particle Sizer (SMPS), measured the average effective density of the soot

produced by a CFM56-2-C1 turbine engine at high throttle to be approximately

1000 kg/m3. Li-Jones et al. (2007) also measured an average effective density of

1000 kg/m3 from a T700 helicopter engine, using filters to determine the total par-

ticle mass and the measured size distribution to calculate the total particle volume.

Timko et al. (2010) measured the effective densities from a PW308 turbine engine

using two different methodologies. The first method, like the previous studies, de-

termined the average effective density using an AMS and SMPS. This value was

found to be between 400 kg/m3 to 820 kg/m3 depending on the type of fuel used

and engine thrust. The second method determined the average effective density

from the total particle mass measured using a multiangle absorption photometer

(MAAP) and the total particle volume measured using an SMPS. This value was
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found to range from 710 kg/m3 to 840 kg/m3 depending on the type of fuel used

and engine thrust.

1.7 Overview

Although the DMA-CPMA-CPC system is relatively accurate (determined in Chap-

ter 2 to be 9.4% in terms of effective density), the stepping aspect of this method lim-

its its applications to steady state measurements. Chapter 2 explains how a CPMA

and differential mobility spectrometer (DMS; Reavell et al. 2002; Biskos et al. 2005;

Symonds et al. 2007) system, with a known or independently determined mobil-

ity size distribution, can measure the effective density of aerosol particles. In this

system, the particles are neutralized by a radioactive source, classified by mass-to-

charge ratio by the CPMA, and then the electrical mobilities of the mass-classified

particles are measured in real-time with a DMS. Thus the effective density of one

particle size can be measured in real-time, which is necessary for transient sources,

or the effective density of several particle sizes can be measured in a few minutes

from steady state sources. However these advantages come at the cost of uncertainty

compared to the traditional DMA-CPMA-CPC system. This work also describes

a correction scheme to account for the multiply-charged particles classified by the

CPMA. Two DMS500 (Cambustion, U.K.) systems were tested, a standard DMS500

(sDMS) and a modified DMS500 (mDMS). The modified DMS had its charger dis-

abled and flow rates dropped to decrease the mobility measurement uncertainty.

These two CPMA-DMS systems were validated by measuring the effective density

of di(2ethylhexyl) sebacate (DEHS).

Chapter 3 describes the mass-mobility distributions of aircraft exhaust particles

measured using a CPMA-mDMS system. This system provides the size-resolved

effective densities of particulate matter, allowing the nvPM mass concentration to

be calculated from the measured non-volatile mobility size distribution. Thus one

mobility-sizing instrument, such as a SMPS or DMS, could be used to complete both

the number and mass concentration measurements required by current or proposed
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regulations (SAE, 2013b). Previous aircraft effective density studies, as described

above, measured the mass-weighted average effective density and therefore did not

account for the change in effective density with particle mobility size when calcu-

lating the nvPM mass concentration. Furthermore the effects of sample dilution, a

catalytic stripper (CS), engine type and thrust on the effective density functions are

discussed. These results are also compared against other nvPM mass instruments,

such as the laser-induced incandescence (LII, Artium Technologies Inc.) and micro

soot sensor (MSS, AVL) by integrating the mobility size distributions, that were

measured independently using a scanning mobility particle sizer (SMPS, TSI), with

the effective density functions to determine the nvPM mass concentration.
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Chapter 2

Mass-mobility measurements using a

centrifugal particle mass analyzer and

differential mobility spectrometer

2.1 Experimental set-up

The CPMA-DMS system is shown in Figure 2-1. For the specific example data shown

in Chapter 2, the aerosol was DEHS droplets suspended in nitrogen, generated by

atomizing a solution of 2-propanol (HPLC grade) with 0.1% volume concentration

DEHS using a BGI 3-Nozzle Collison Nebuliser. A radioactive neutralizer is used to

charge the aerosol as a prerequisite for CPMA classification. The CPMA (Cambus-

tion, U.K.) is set to a constant mass-to-charge setpoint (i.e. constant rotational speed

and voltage) and the mobility size distribution of the classified aerosol is measured

by a DMS. A CPMA classifies individual aerosol particles by their mass-to-charge

ratio by balancing opposing electrostatic and centrifugal forces. The electrostatic

force is generated by charging the particles upstream of the CPMA and placing

A version or portion of this chapter has been submitted for publication/accepted for publica-
tion/published. Accepted: Johnson et al. (2013)
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a voltage potential across the CPMA’s inner and outer cylinders. The centrifugal

force is generated by spinning the cylinders.

. . . . . .

DMS500

mDMS: 

Qs=1.5 LPM

Qsh=20 LPM

Tch=313 K

Tc=298 K

P=0.25 bar

Charger=Off

sDMS: 

Qs=8 LPM

Qsh=30 LPM

Tch=313 K

Tc=298 K

P=0.25 bar

Charger=On

CPMA

Radioactive

Neutralizer

Aerosol

Source sDMS:

1 LPM

mDMS:

1.5 LPM

sDMS:

1 LPM

mDMS:

1.5 LPM

Filtered Air:

mDMS: 0 LPM

sDMS: 7 LPM

sDMS:

1 LPM

mDMS:

1.5 LPM

sDMS:

8 LPM

mDMS:

1.5 LPM

Figure 2-1: Experimental set-up for neutralizer-CPMA-DMS system where: Qs is the
DMS classifier sample flow rate, Qsh is the DMS classifier sheath flow rate, Tch is the
DMS charger temperature, Tc is the DMS classifier temperature and P is the DMS
classifier pressure.

A DMS measures the real-time mobility size distribution of an aerosol by clas-

sifying particles using electrical mobility. A corona charger is used to charge the

aerosol particles before entering the DMS classifier. The classifier consists of two

concentric cylinders with a potential difference between them. Similar to a DMA,

the motion of charged particles in an electric field is dependent on their electrical

mobility, and hence their electrical mobility diameter. These mobility paths are

measured by electrometer rings, placed on the inner face on the outside classifier

cylinder. These rings count the number of charges that fall into each electrical mo-

bility bin by measuring the current generated by charged particles grounding on the

electrometer rings. An inversion algorithm then converts these ring currents into an

electrical mobility size spectral density plot.

Standard vs. Modified DMS

Two different DMS500 configurations were used in this study; a standard DMS

(sDMS) and modified DMS (mDMS). The sDMS unipolar charging process has

higher uncertainties at smaller particles sizes (0–100 nm) and is dependent on par-

ticle morphology (Symonds and Reavell, 2007; Symonds, 2010). Therefore, the

mDMS had its charger disabled to improve its measurement uncertainty. Without

the charger, the aerosol had lower electrical mobility and required a longer flight-

time in the column to be classified. Therefore the sample flow rate was dropped
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from 8 SLPM to 1.5 SLPM and the sheath flow rate was dropped from 30 SLPM

to 20 SLPM, increasing the particle residence time. The lower sample flow rate

also allowed direct sampling of the CPMA classified aerosol without make-up air,

as it is designed for 1.5 LPM, and lower flow rates are generally desired for higher

resolution at lower rotational speeds.

However these modifications limited the mDMS sizing range to 10–120 nm and

reduced the current signal from the mDMS electrometer rings significantly. The in-

version matrix used with the mDMS assumed all the particles were singly-charged.

This assumption amplified the error from existing multiply-charged particles as a

particle with n charges produced n times the current compared to a particle with

1 charge, making the mDMS measure n times the actual particle concentration.

However, this amplification effect in the mDMS was accounted for within the cor-

rection method. This effect was accounted for in the sDMS by the inversion matrix

considering the particle charge distribution leaving the sDMS corona charger. The

inversion matrix used with the mDMS also produced 64 size-classes per decade,

compared with the sDMS which had the standard 16 size-classes per decade.

2.2 Theory

2.2.1 Effects of uncharged particles

In a CPMA an uncharged particle experiences no electrostatic force and the cen-

trifugal force is directly proportional to its mass. Therefore, if the particle has an

extremely small mass, the centrifugal force is insufficient for classification to occur

over its residence time in the CPMA. As a result, uncharged particles below a cutoff

mass (which is dependent on the rotational speed of the cylinders) will pass through

the CPMA. This cutoff mass was determined by calculating the CPMA transfer

function in the absence of the electrostatic force (i.e. when the particles only expe-

rience centrifugal forces and diffusion). Further details regarding the CPMA cutoff

mass and its calculation are outlined in Symonds et al. (2013).

Uncharged particles are not measured by the modified DMS and therefore a cor-
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rection for uncharged particles is not required. However the corona charger in the

standard DMS charges the uncharged particles affecting the mobility size distribu-

tion it measures. Standard DMS data can be corrected for uncharged particles in

two ways:

(I) Manually setting the DMS ring currents generated by uncharged particles to

a value of zero “by eye”.

(II) Calculating the theoretical DMS ring currents generated by the uncharged

particles and removing these currents from the measured currents.

Lower DMS ring numbers measure particles with higher mobilities or smaller mobility-

equivalent diameters. Therefore the uncharged particles, which are always smaller

than the classified particles, generate current on the lower DMS ring numbers, which

usually makes the DMS ring current distribution bimodal, as shown in Figure 2-2.
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Figure 2-2: Example of ring currents generated by CPMA-sDMS measurements where
the uncharged particles and CPMA-classified particle are distinguishable and the ring
current due to the uncharged particles has been set to zero.

Therefore, Method (I) works well when there is a clear distinction between these

modes or the DMS ring currents generated by the uncharged particles versus the

classified particles. The effects of uncharged particles vary from being insignificant to
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generating a majority of the DMS ring currents, depending on the CPMA rotational

speed, mobility size and concentration of the aerosol being classified and the CPMA

mass-to-charge setpoint.

While Method (I) is computationally faster, it does not work when the current

generated by the uncharged particles and the classified particles are detected on

common DMS rings as shown in Figure 2-3.
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Figure 2-3: Example of ring currents generated by CPMA-sDMS measurements where
the uncharged particles and CPMA-classified particles are not distinguishable.

Therefore, Method (II) must be applied to find and remove the current on each

DMS ring generated from uncharged particles. The effect of uncharged particles in

a standard DMS can be minimized by operating the CPMA at a higher resolution,

which in turn classifies particles at a higher rotation speed, or setting the CPMA

mass-to-charge setpoint to select from the leading edge (the smaller particle side)

of the particle size distribution.

2.2.2 Neutralizer-CPMA-DMS system density function scan time

The time to measure a complete density distribution depends on how long it takes

the CPMA to stabilize at each CPMA setpoint, how long the CPMA is stable at

each setpoint, and how many points are measured along the density distribution.
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While it is possible to scan just the voltage of the CPMA over a narrow mass

range, the voltage and rotational speed of the CPMA are usually counter-scanned

when scanning over a large mass range, to maintain a constant classifier resolution.

This then increases the stabilisation time between points due to the acceleration or

deceleration of the CPMA. It took just over 6 minutes to measure 16 points on the

density distribution between 20 nm and 120 nm with the CPMA stabilizing for 5 s

(2 s delay and 3 s averaging) at each setpoint.

2.2.3 DMS ring current correction method

An iterative scheme was used to correct the effective density measurements for

multiply-charged particles for both the standard and modified DMS. The correction

code was developed in Matlab R2012a and considers the effects of particle diffusion in

both the CPMA and DMS. The code can be downloaded at www.cambustion.com/

cpma. The Matlab CPMA diffusive transfer function was developed by Olfert and

Collings (2005) and the Matlab DMS diffusive transfer function was developed by

Cambustion (2011).

The following steps outline the method used for the multiple-charge correction

as shown in Figure 2-4. If necessary the DMS ring currents can be corrected for

noise before applying the multiple-charge correction. Noise removal and re-inversion

is required at lower aerosol concentrations, especially for the modified DMS as the

DMS corona charger is disabled resulting in lower currents. For example, the clas-

sified particles could generate current on DMS rings 5–10, however ring 21 could

also be detecting a small amount of current. This lone ring current is extremely un-

likely to be generated physically as even a monodispersed particle distribution has

a distribution of charges and starting points at the DMS classifier inlet. Therefore,

DMS ring currents are usually generated on multiple consecutive rings and any lone,

isolated ring current is likely instrument noise. In such a case, the current on ring 21

would be set to zero and the DMS measured mobility size distribution recalculated.

An initial guess for the effective density of the aerosol is made for the CPMA

diffusive model. This guess is required as the width of the CPMA transfer function,
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Figure 2-4: Correction method to remove the effects of multiply-charged particles and
apply the size calibration to CPMA-DMS measurements. The sub-figures illustrate the
results for one data point and depict the: (a) unclassified aerosol mobility size distri-
bution, (b) CPMA classified mobility size distribution including uncharged particles, (c)
CPMA classified mobility size distribution, (d) unscaled DMS model ring currents, (e)
scaled DMS model ring currents, (f) multiply-charged corrected standard DMS ring cur-
rents, (g) multiply-charged corrected modified DMS ring currents, (h) multiply-charged
corrected size distribution fitted with a lognormal distribution.
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also referred to as the CPMA resolution, is dependent on particle mobility and this

is the reason the correction process is iterative. The correction process allows a user

defined initial guess, using either a constant density or power law density distribu-

tion, or for the guess to be calculated for each CPMA mass-to-charge setpoint using

the uncorrected (no multiple-charge correction or size calibration applied) measured

DMS count median diameter (CMD). The effective densities are fitted with a density

function with the functional form shown in Equation 1.2. For each CPMA mass-to-

charge setpoint the diffusive CPMA transfer function is calculated using the density

function. This transfer function is applied to the polydispersed aerosol, which has to

be measured independently of the CPMA-DMS system (using for example a DMS or

SMPS), as shown in Figure 2-4a. These calculations determine the mobility size and

number of particles that were classified by the CPMA for each particle charge state.

Figure 2-4b shows the mobility size distribution of the aerosol exiting the CPMA

for the standard DMS including uncharged particles, while Figure 2-4c shows the

mobility size distribution of the aerosol exiting the CPMA for the modified DMS or

the standard DMS with no uncharged particles. If an APM was used instead of a

CPMA, the only modification to the current correction scheme would be applying

the APM transfer function rather than the CPMA transfer function.

The model assumes the polydispersed aerosol has an equilibrium bipolar charge

distribution using either the method described by Wiedensohler (1988) or Gopalakr-

ishnan et al. (2013). When the elemental charge state considered is greater than 2 or

less than -2 (the limits of these models) the equilibrium charge fraction is determined

using Gunn and Woessner (1956). The Wiedensohler model is commonly used in

aerosol sciences and was developed using Fuchs (1963) flux-matching theory and

fitting the coefficients with a least-square regression analysis. The Gopalakrishnan

et al. model uses the Brownian/Langevin dynamics to determine the equilibrium

charge distribution over the entire Knudsen number range or for all regimes.

The model allows the user to specify the number of charge states that are clas-

sified by the CPMA. For the results shown 1 to 6 elemental charges were considered

by the CPMA transfer function. These limits on the number of elemental charge
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states were determined by running the model with increasing charge states and

establishing when the results became independent of this parameter.

For the standard DMS, a corona or unipolar charging model is applied to deter-

mine the new charge states of the classified particles. This model was developed by

Cambustion and allows the user to calculate the particle charging based on White

(1951) or Fuchs (1963). The White model considers particle charging to occur

through electric field charging for particles larger than 0.5 µm or ion diffusion for

smaller particles, but does not account for both mechanisms simultaneously. White

also assumes that the ion concentration is uniform and that the particles are in the

free molecular regime and spherical. The Fuchs model calculates the unipolar charge

distribution using flux matching theory and applies the limited sphere method to

approximate ion capture in the transition regime. Fuchs also assumes the particles

are spherical and neglects image potential.

The corona charger generates a charge distribution for each particle mobility

size. Based on Fuch’s charging model a 100 nm particle has a 14.11% probability of

having 3 elemental charges, 48.49% of having 4 charges, 31.61% of having 5 charges,

5.15% of having 6 charges and 0.64% of having other charge states. The correction

code for the standard DMS has the option to use the entire charge distribution or the

average charge state. The average charge state (DMS Model 2) is the mean number

of elemental charges on a particle at one particular mobility size (for example, the 100

nm particle mentioned above has a mean charge state of 3.96 elementary charges).

The entire charge distribution can be implemented in two ways. The first method

(DMS Model 1) applies the charge probabilities to each CPMA classified mobility

size, determining the particle concentration for each particle mobility size and charge

state. The second method (DMS Model 3) applies the charge distribution within the

diffusive DMS model, and selects which bins to calculate based on the probability

of each charge state. Therefore if sufficient iterations are selected DMS model 3

and DMS model 1 should agree. All of these DMS models apply the same DMS

diffusive transfer function and any of the unipolar charger models implemented; the

variation between them is the number of bins considered in the calculation and how
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these bins are generated in an effort to reduce computation requirements. Therefore

the diffusive DMS transfer function is applied based on the DMS model selected

and determines the amount of theoretical current generated on each DMS ring. The

theoretical ring currents are then compared against the measured ring currents as

shown in Figure 2-4d.

The measured and theoretical currents do not always agree due to uncertainties

in measured parameters or the theoretical models1. The charging model is the

highest source of uncertainty as particle charging depends on its morphology, which

is usually unknown. There are also uncertainties in system flows as the DMS does

not measure the sample flow in real-time, but only when zeroing the instrument.

Furthermore, the charging model does not account for the penetration efficiency of

the corona charger used in the sDMS. Finally, both the CPMA and DMS models

do not account for particles losses in the inlets and outlets of each instrument.

Therefore, the disagreement between the measured and theoretical ring currents is

minimized by using the Matlab function fmincon and:

� Applying a factor A to the mobility size of the classified particles, which shifts

the peak of the theoretical currents along the DMS rings.

� Applying a factor B to the concentration of the classified particles, which scales

the amplitude of the theoretical ring currents.

� Applying a factor C to the sample flow rate of the DMS, but keeping the sum

of the DMS sample flow rate and sheath flow rate a constant. This scales the

width of the DMS transfer function or the width of rings that the particles

land on, but keeps C independent of B.

Constrained minimization is used to limit the scaling factors within a user specified

tolerance of the measured values and avoids the generation of unrealistic factors.

This principle is also applied to every other fitting scheme in the code; for example

the mass-mobility exponent for the density function fit was limited between 1 and

1The commercial DMS500 is empirically calibrated with aerosols of a known size and concentration.
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3 for these results. After the scaling factors are determined through constrained

minimization, as shown in Figure 2-4e, the current generated by multiply-charged

particles and uncharged particles (if considering that particular case for the stan-

dard DMS) is subtracted from the measured ring currents. Figure 2-4f shows the

multiple-charge corrected ring currents for the standard DMS, while Figure 2-4g

shows the multiple-charge corrected ring currents for the modified DMS. As ex-

pected the current is removed from the larger ring numbers for the standard DMS,

but is removed from the smaller ring numbers for the modified DMS. This differ-

ence is due to the corona charger in the standard DMS which changes the electrical

mobility of the CPMA classified particles.

Since the minimization applies linear scaling factors to a non-linear system not

every data point agrees with the theoretical model. This disagreement is measured

by the difference between the percent of current that should be removed from the

DMS ring currents and the percent of current that is actually removed by the model.

The percent of current that should be removed is calculated using the theoretical

CPMA classified mobility size distribution and is the sum of each particle concentra-

tion times its charge state divided by the concentration of singly-charged particles.

If the experimental data and theoretical model agree perfectly this difference is zero.

Next the corrected ring currents are re-inverted to a mobility size distribution

using the DMS inversion matrix and fitted with a lognormal distribution as shown

in Figure 2-4h. The CMD from the lognormal fit is corrected with one of the

size calibration curves. Using the multiple-charge and size calibrated CMD and the

CPMA mass-to-charge setpoint the corrected effective density is calculated and used

as the guess for the next iteration. The difference between the current and previous

iteration effective density is determined for each data point and the mean of this

array is used as a convergence tolerance. This correction process continues iterating

until the convergence tolerance is below the user specified limit.
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2.2.4 Measurement uncertainty of each system

While the CPMA-DMS systems have many advantages, such as the ability to mea-

sure transient mass-mobility sources or entire density distributions from steady state

sources in minutes, these characteristics come at the cost of uncertainty. Using a

95% confidence interval, a CPMA has a 2.8% uncertainty in mass-to-charge set-

point (Symonds et al., 2013), while a DMA has a 3% uncertainty in mobility size

(Mulholland et al., 1999). Therefore through propagation of uncertainty, a DMA-

CPMA system has a 9.4% uncertainty in effective density. Symonds (2010), also

using a 95% confidence interval, found the uncertainty in a standard DMS is 10%

in mobility size. Therefore, the effective density uncertainty in the CPMA-sDMS

system is 30.1%. The uncertainty in the modified DMS was determined by finding

the uncertainty in the size calibration fit using the least-squares regression analysis

outlined by Figliola and Beasley (2010). Propagating the fit uncertainty with the

DMA bias uncertainty, the modified DMS mobility size uncertainty was determined

to be between 3.04–3.35% depending on particle mobility size. Therefore through

propagation of error, the CPMA-mDMS system has an effective density uncertainty

of 9.5–10.4% depending on particle mobility size.

2.3 Results and discussion

The experimental set-up and correction method was validated by measuring the

effective density of DEHS with two neutralizer-CPMA-DMS systems. DEHS was

chosen as its droplets have a spherical morphology and its density remains constant

over a range of mobility sizes. The accepted effective density was determined from

Haynes (2013) to be 912 kg/m3 at the DMS classifier conditions (T=298 K).

2.3.1 Size calibration

Accurate particle sizing is extremely important for mass-mobility measurements as

effective density is proportional to the particle mobility diameter cubed. A 5%

measurement error in particle sizing results in a 15% error in measured effective
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density.2 To limit the uncertainty in sizing both the standard and modified DMS

were calibrated.

The modified DMS was calibrated with a DMA by atomizing the aerosol ma-

terial, classifying it with a DMA, and then measuring the DMA-classified aerosol

with the modified DMS as shown in Figure 2-5. The effects of multiple-charging

from the DMA did not affect the calibration as both the DMA and modified DMS

size particles by electrical mobility. Therefore, after size selection by the DMA, a

multiply-charged particle would have the same electrical mobility as a singly-charged

particle and would be detected on the same ring as a singly-charged particle in the

modified DMS.
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Figure 2-5: Mobility size calibration curve of modified DMS with DEHS particles.

The calibration curve for the standard DMS is shown in Figure 2-6 using DEHS

and polystyrene latex spheres (PSL). Multiple-charging effects from the DMA affect

the standard DMS as the aerosol is re-charged between the DMA outlet and DMS

column inlet, changing the electrical mobility of the particles, and introducing a

small error in the calibration (determined to be approximately 2.85%). Therefore,

the standard DMS was also calibrated with PSL (a monodispersed aerosol), and

2From Eq. 1.2,
uρeff
ρeff

=

√(um
m

)2

+ 9

(
udm
dm

)2

, where u is the uncertainty.
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the DMA was not used. Even though the standard DMS calibration using DEHS

and a DMA was affected by multiply-charging, the data was still included in the

calibration curve. This data was used because calibration with PSL below 200 nm is

difficult to complete due to interference from smaller particles caused by impurities

in the PSL-water suspension.
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Figure 2-6: Mobility size calibration curve of standard DMS with PSL and DEHS parti-
cles.

2.3.2 CPMA - modified DMS results

The effective density of DEHS measured by the CPMA-mDMS system, at a CPMA

resolution of 3 and using the Wiedensohler bipolar charging model within the cor-

rection process, is shown in Figure 2-7a. The average measured effective density

was 964 kg/m3 or within 5.7% of the accepted value. The error bars represent the

instrument bias uncertainty of 9.5–10.4% depending on particle mobility size as pre-

viously determined. Applying a 95% confidence interval the precision uncertainty

of the CPMA-mDMS was 33 kg/m3 and the total uncertainty was 89 to 115 kg/m3

(10.3 to 10.9%) depending on the particle mobility size.

The multiple-charge correction and size calibration changed the effective density

by a maximum of -29.2% compared to the uncorrected effective density (calculated
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Figure 2-7: (a) Measured effective density of DEHS using a CPMA, with a resolution of
3, and modified DMS system, applying the Wiedensohler bipolar charging model within
the correction process. (b) Comparison of DEHS effective density values calculated
from the data described in (a) with: (i) no correction, (ii) size calibration only, (iii)
multiple-charge correction only and (iv) multiple-charge correction and size calibration.
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from the uncorrected mDMS CMD). The magnitude of each correction is shown

in Figure 2-7b. The size calibration (shown previously) showed the modified DMS

over-sized the particles from 50-100 nm and under-sized the particles otherwise.

Therefore the size calibration either increased or decreased the measured effective

density depending on the particle mobility size. However, the multiple-charge cor-

rection removed current from the lower DMS ring numbers (or smaller particle sizes),

making the corrected CMD higher and the effective density lower over the entire

mobility range. Compared to the uncorrected effective density, the size calibration

caused a maximum change in effective density of -20.5%, while the multiple-charge

correction caused a maximum change in effective density of -27.5%. Therefore, both

the multiple-charge correction and size calibration are required to accurately operate

a CPMA-mDMS system.

Effects of bipolar charging model on CPMA-mDMS system

The Gopalakrishnan et al. bipolar charging model was also applied within the cor-

rection process, rather than Wiedensohler’s model, to estimate the effect of the

bipolar charging model on the data inversion. This variation of the correction pro-

cess, applied to the same data described above, calculated an average DEHS effective

density of 997 kg/m3 or within 9.3% of the accepted value. This value is still within

error of the accepted value and is within 3.4% of the average effective density gener-

ated using the Wiedensohler model. The results of this comparison, using a CPMA

resolution of 3, are shown in Figure 2-8.

The Gopalakrishnan et al. bipolar model was implemented assuming that the

DEHS particles were spherical (liquid) and nonconducting (electric resistivity of

DEHS is 6.9×1011 ohm·cm) (Karzhev et al., 1969).

Effects of CPMA resolution on CPMA-mDMS system

DEHS results were also collected using a CPMA resolution of 5 to estimate the

effect of different CPMA resolutions on the data inversion. These data measured an

average DEHS effective density of 979 kg/m3 or within 7.3% of the accepted value.
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Figure 2-8: Effects of the bipolar charging model on the DEHS effective density results
measured using the CPMA-mDMS system with a CPMA resolution of 3.

This value is also within error of the accepted value and is within 1.5% of the average

effective density measured using a CPMA resolution of 3. A plot comparing these

results is shown in Figure 2-9 and demonstrates that a range of CPMA resolutions

can be used within the CPMA-mDMS system.
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Figure 2-9: Effects of CPMA resolution on the DEHS effective density results measured
using the CPMA-mDMS system and applying Wiedensohler’s bipolar charging model
within the correction process.
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2.3.3 CPMA - standard DMS results

The effective density measured by the CPMA-sDMS system is shown in Figure

2-10a. The CPMA resolution was 10. The full charging model was used (DMS

model 1), which considers the entire charge distribution for each particle mobility

size leaving the DMS corona charger. The Wiedensohler bipolar and Fuchs unipolar

charging models were applied within the correction process and the DMS ring cur-

rents generated by uncharged particles that pass through the CPMA were manually

removed (Method I). The averaged measured effective density was 1027 kg/m3 or

within 12.6% of the accepted value. The error bars represent the instrument bias

uncertainty of 30.1% as previously determined. Applying a 95% confidence interval

the precision uncertainty of the CPMA-sDMS was 41 kg/m3 or 4.5% of the accepted

value, which is insignificant compared to the bias uncertainty of 30.1%. Therefore

the total uncertainty in the measured effective density is approximately 30.1%. Fig-

ure 2-10a also shows the presence of a systematic error with a nearly constant offset

from the accepted value.

The multiple-charge correction and size calibration changed the effective density

by a maximum of -13.3% compared to the uncorrected effective density (calculated

from the uncorrected sDMS CMD). The magnitude of this correction is misleading,

as the multiple-charge correction and size calibration were counteracting each other,

as shown Figure 2-10b. The standard DMS size calibration makes the corrected

CMD higher (and the effective density lower), while the multiple-charge correction

removed current from the upper DMS ring numbers (or larger particle sizes), making

the corrected CMD lower (and the effective density higher). Compared to the uncor-

rected effective density, the size calibration caused a maximum change in effective

density of -23.3%, while the multiple-charge correction caused a maximum change in

effective density of +28.4%. Therefore, both the multiple-charge correction and size

calibration are not small enough to neglect and are required to accurately operate

a CPMA-sDMS system.
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Figure 2-10: (a) Measured effective density of DEHS using CPMA, with a resolution of
10, and standard DMS system, applying the Wiedensohler bipolar and Fuchs unipolar
charging models within the correction process. (b) Comparison of DEHS effective den-
sity values calculated from the data described in (a) with: (i) no correction, (ii) size
calibration only, (iii) multiple-charge correction only and (iv) multiple-charge correction
and size calibration.
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Effects of unipolar charging model on CPMA-sDMS system

The White unipolar charging model was also applied within the correction process,

rather than Fuchs’ model, to estimate the effect of the unipolar charging model on

the data inversion. This variation of the correction process, applied to the same

data described above, calculated an average DEHS effective density of 1033 kg/m3

or within 13.3% of the accepted value. This value is still within error of the accepted

value and is within 0.6% of the average effective density generated using the Fuchs

model. The results of this comparison, using a CPMA resolution of 10 and applying

Wiedensohler’s bipolar charging model within the correction process, are shown in

Figure 2-11.
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Figure 2-11: Effects of the unipolar charging model on the DEHS effective density results
measured using the CPMA-sDMS system with a CPMA resolution of 10 and applying
Wiedensohler’s bipolar charging model within the correction process.

The Fuchs unipolar model was implemented assuming that the DEHS particles

have a dielectric constant of 3.7 (Karzhev et al., 1969).

Effects of CPMA resolution on CPMA-sDMS system

DEHS results were also collected using a CPMA resolution of 5 to estimate the

effect of different CPMA resolutions on the data inversion. These data measured
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an average DEHS effective density of 1028 kg/m3 or within 12.7% of the accepted

value. This value is also within error of the accepted value and is within 0.05%

of the average effective density measured using a CPMA resolution of 10. A plot

comparing these results is shown in Figure 2-12 and demonstrates that a range of

CPMA resolutions can be used within the CPMA-sDMS system.
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Figure 2-12: Effects of CPMA resolution on the DEHS effective density results measured
using the CPMA-sDMS system and applying Wiedensohler’s bipolar and Fuchs’ unipolar
charging models within the correction process.

Average versus full charging models

For the CPMA-sDMS system, the average charging model (DMS Model 2) only

considers the mean charge for each particle mobility size leaving the DMS corona

charger, rather than the entire charge distribution (DMS Model 1 or 3). DMS Model

1 applies the charge probabilities to each CPMA classified mobility size concentra-

tion, while DMS Model 3 applies the diffusive DMS model, based on the charging

probabilities. The effects of these assumptions are shown in Figure 2-13 where for

all of the cases the current generated by uncharged particles was manually removed,

a CPMA resolution of 10 was used and Wiedensohler bipolar and Fuchs unipolar

charging models were applied within the correction process. The effective densities

found using the average charging model (DMS Model 2) disagreed on average by
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4.3% with the values found using DMS Model 1. However, DMS Model 2 only gen-

erated 12 valid data points out of 16 inputs, where the theoretical and measured

DMS ring currents agreed within a set tolerance of 5%, compared to 14 valid data

points generated by DMS Model 1. The effective densities found using DMS Model

3 disagreed on average by 1.3% with the values found using DMS Model 1. DMS

Model 3 generated 15 valid data points out of 16 inputs. On average the time to

apply the correction per point per iteration took 526 seconds for DMS Model 1, 323

seconds for DMS Model 2, and 548 seconds for DMS Model 3. Due to the nature of

Fuchs’ unipolar model (solving differential equations), DMS model 3 takes longer to

calculate than DMS model 1; however if White’s unipolar model (which has an an-

alytical solution) is applied instead, DMS model 3 becomes faster than DMS model

1.
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Figure 2-13: DEHS measured effective density using all three standard DMS models
where the current generated by uncharged particles was manually removed for all cases,
a CPMA resolution of 10 was used and Wiedensohler bipolar and Fuchs unipolar charging
models were applied within the correction process.

Automatic versus manual uncharged particle removal

For the standard DMS, the effects of calculating and removing the current gener-

ated by the uncharged particles using the CPMA diffusive transfer function versus
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manually removing it are shown in Figure 2-14 using DMS Model 1, a CPMA resolu-

tion of 10 and Wiedensohler bipolar and Fuchs unipolar charging models within the

correction process for both cases. The effective densities found using the uncharged

model disagreed on average by 1.6% with the values found by manually removing the

current generated by uncharged particles. This disagreement is insignificant com-

pared to the system uncertainty of 31%. The results that had the current generated

by uncharged particles manually removed took on average 526 seconds per point

per iteration to calculate, while removing the current generated by uncharged par-

ticles through the model took on average 1394 seconds per point per iteration. This

large discrepancy is due to the number of points calculated in each CPMA model.

The CPMA uncharged particle model calculates the transfer function at each par-

ticle mass in the mobility range (approximately 500 points); however the CPMA

charged particle model calculates the transfer function in steps that are centered

about the CPMA mass-to-charge setpoint (approximately 200 points). Therefore

to decrease computation time, the current generated by uncharged particles can

be manually removed. However, the uncharged particle model should still be used

when the current generated by the uncharged particles versus the classified particles

is indistinguishable (i.e. measured on common DMS rings).
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Chapter 3

Effective density and mass-mobility

exponent of aircraft particulate matter

3.1 Experimental set-up

The SAMPLE III campaign was completed at the SR Technics turbine engine test

facility in Zurich, Switzerland from April 23rd to May 4th 2012. The campaign

was carried out by a collaboration of international researchers and involved several

simultaneous tests, where measurements were taken from turbine engines undergoing

performance certification tests after being serviced. Three days of dedicated turbine

engine testing, where the engine test conditions were set by the researchers, were

also completed from April 28th to 30th 2012.

3.1.1 Sampling aircraft turbine engine exhaust

The experimental set-up used to collect, condition and transport the aircraft turbine

exhaust to the measurement systems is shown in Figure 3-1.

Table 3-1 outlines the components, materials and dimensions of the sampling

A version or portion of this chapter has been submitted for publication/accepted for publica-
tion/published. Submitted: Johnson et al. (2013a)
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Figure 3-1: Sampling system used to collect aircraft exhaust from the exit plane of
the turbine engine and transport it to the measurement systems. The sampling system
consisted of the following components: (A) Sample Probe; (B) Primary Sample Line;
(S.1) Diluted Primary Line A; (U.1) Undiluted Primary Line; (F.1) Diluted Primary
Line B; (S.2) Primary Dilutor A; (F.2) Primary Dilutor B; (S.3) Diluted Sample Line
A; (G.3) Short Undiluted Sample Line; (A.3) Annex 16 Undiluted Sample Line; (F.3)
Diluted Sample Line B; (S.4) BGI Sharp-Cut Cyclone; (G.4) BGI Sharp-Cut Cyclone;
(F.4) URG Stairmand Cyclone; (S.5) Diluted Secondary Line A; (G.5) Short Undiluted
Secondary Line; (F.5) Diluted Secondary Line B.

system.

Table 3-1: Characteristics of experimental set-up.

Label Component Material 
ID 

(mm) 
OD 

(mm) 
Length 

(m) 
Temperature Control 

(A) Sample Probe SS 8 10 1 Engine Exhaust Sheath Flow 

(B) Primary Sample Line SS 8 10 6 Heat Tracing 

(S.1) Diluted Primary Line A SS 8 10 0.34 Heat Tracing 

(U.1) Undiluted Primary Line SS 7.75 9.525 0.34 Heat Tracing 

(F.1) Diluted Primary Line B SS 8 10 0.34 Heat Tracing 

(S.2) Primary Dilutor A SS N/A N/A 0.83 Nitrogen Heater and Heat Tracing  

(F.2) Primary Dilutor B SS N/A N/A 0.8 Nitrogen Heater and Heating Bag 

(S.3) Diluted Sample Line A PTFE 7.75 9.525 25 Stainless Steel Braid Electric Heating 

(G.3) Short Undiluted Sample Line SS 7.75 9.525 1.4 Spiral wound Heat Tracing 

(A.3) Annex 16 Undiluted Sample Line PTFE 6 8 12 Spiral Wound Heat Tracing 

(F.3) Diluted Sample Line B PTFE 8 10 24.5 Spiral Wound Heat Tracing 

(S.4) BGI Sharp-Cut Cyclone SS N/A N/A N/A Heat Tracing  

(G.4) BGI Sharp-Cut Cyclone SS N/A N/A N/A Heating Bag 

(F.4) URG Stairmand Cyclone SS N/A N/A N/A Heat Tracing (from F.5 bag) 

(S.5) Diluted Secondary Line A SS 7.75 9.525 0.28 Heat Tracing 

(G.5) Short Undiluted Secondary Line SS 7.75 9.525 0* Heat Tracing 

(F.5) Diluted Secondary Line B SS 7.75 9.525 0.28 Heating Bag 

PTFE= Carbon Loaded or Conductive PTFE SS=Stainless Steel *0 m to DMS, 0.2 m to LII 

The sample was collected using a probe placed at the center line of the engine.

The probe was transversable in the vertical plane and was maintained at a tempera-
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ture above 160◦C using a 25 mm coaxial sleeve that forced hot exhaust flow around

the probe. All components downstream of the probe were maintained at the shown

temperatures using some form of electrical heating such as heat tracing or heating

bags to avoid the condensation of volatile material or water and particle losses due

to thermophoresis.

Four different samples lines were used to measure the effects of various sampling

parameters, such as line length and temperature on the results. Diluted Lines A

and B both diluted the sample with nitrogen by a 10(±2):1 ratio using a Dekati

Di-1000 eductor diluter and a nitrogen heater (DH-1723, Dekati). These diluted

lines (DL) were identical in every aspect, except for the primary splitter and main

sample line characteristics. Diluted Line A had a 1 inch three-way splitter (S.1)

and the main sample line (S.3) was 25 m long with a 7.75 mm ID and 9.525 mm

OD. Diluted Line B had an 8 mm three-way splitter (F.1) and the main sample line

(F.3) was 24.5 m long with an 8 mm ID and 10 mm OD. These differences were

assumed to be negligible when generating the effective density results. The Short

Undiluted Line was used to measure the sample as close as possible to the engine

exhaust outlet, while the Annex 16 Undiluted Line was used to measure the gas

phase emissions. Both of these undiluted lines (UL) only conditioned the sample

through line heating. The total length of the Annex 16 Undiluted Line and Short

Undiluted Line were 13.8 m and 24.4 m shorter than Diluted Line A respectively.

The placement of the aerosol characterization instruments on each sample line

when the CPMA-mDMS system was used is shown in Figure 3-2.

Table 3-2 outlines the instruments used to characterize the aircraft particulate

matter.

The CPMA-mDMS system measured the exhaust from a CFM56-5B4-2P turbine

engine on April 29th and April 30th, a CFM56-7B26-3 turbine engine on May 2nd

and a PW4000-100 turbine engine on May 3rd. The arrangement of the instruments

changed from day to day to test the effects of different sampling parameters such

as the sample line temperature and length on the results. Further details about the

sampling system and the results comparing the sampling parameters are described
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Figure 3-2: Experimental set-ups used for: (a) CFM56-5B4-2P turbine engine on April
29th 2012; (b) CFM56-5B4-2P turbine engine on April 30th 2012; (c) CFM56-7B26-3
turbine engine on May 2rd 2012; (d) PW4000-100 turbine engine on May 3rd 2012.

Table 3-2: Characteristics of aerosol instruments.

Label Instrument Manufacturer Measurement Variable Units 

CPMA 
Centrifugal Particle Mass 

Analyzer 
Cambustion Particle Mass mp fg 

DMS 
Differential Mobility 
Spectrometer 500 

Cambustion Particle mobility size distribution dN/dlogdm cm
-3

 

Long SMPS 
Long Scanning Mobility 

Particle Sizer 
TSI Particle mobility size distribution dN/dlogdm cm

-3
 

Nano SMPS 
Nano Scanning Mobility 

Particle Sizer 
TSI Particle mobility size distribution dN/dlogdm cm

-3
 

LII 
Laser Induced 
Incandescence 

Artium nvPM Mass Concentration M ug/m
3
 

MSS Micro Soot Sensor AVL nvPM mass concentration M ug/m
3
 

EC/OC 
Elemental and Organic 

Carbon Filters 
- PM mass concentration M ug/m

3
 

CS Catalytic Stripper - 
Removes volatile components of PM 

by heating 
N/A N/A 

VPR Volatile Particle Remover AVL 
Removes volatile components of PM 

by heating and dilution 
N/A N/A 
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by Crayford et al. (2012).

3.1.2 CPMA-mDMS system

The experimental set-up of the CPMA-mDMS system is shown in Figure 3-3. This

set-up was used rather than a differential mobility analyzer (DMA), CPMA and

condensation particle counter (CPC) system due to the short sampling time allowed

at each engine load point. A CPMA-DMS system is capable of measuring an eight

point effective density function in approximately the same time as a DMA-CPMA-

CPC system measuring one point (Johnson et al., 2013b). This difference is due

to the scanning nature of the DMA-CPMA-DMS system at each particle mobility

size, that is not required in the CPMA-DMS system. However this characteristic

increased the measurement uncertainty slightly, 9.5%-10.4% compared to 9.4% in

terms of effective density as calculated by Johnson et al. (2013b).

Three-way valves A and B, shown in Figure 3-3, were only used on April 30th

and allowed the CPMA-mDMS system to sample from either Diluted Sample Line

B or the Annex 16 Undiluted Sample Line. To maintain system flow balance, the

line that was not being sampled by the CPMA-mDMS system was sampled by an

Aerosol Mass Spectrometer (AMS). For the other test days the sample location of

the CPMA shown in Figure 3-2 was connected directly to the inlet of three-way

valve C. To test the effects of particle volatility three-way valve C also allowed the

sample to bypass the catalytic stripper (CS). This work refers to sample that has

passed through the catalytic stripper as denuded (D) and sample that has bypassed

as undenuded (UD). The catalytic stripper, which consisted of two catalyzed ceramic

substrates and a sulfur trap, was heated to a 350◦C. A complete description of this

catalytic stripper and its effects on the sample are found in Swanson (2013) and

references therein.

A radioactive neutralizer was used to charge the sample upstream of the CPMA.

The CPMA classifies particles by their mass-to charge ratio (Olfert and Collings,

2005). This is accomplished by passing the sample between two concentric spinning

cylinders, thus applying a centrifugal force to the particles. A voltage potential is
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Figure 3-3: Experimental set-up of the CPMA-modified DMS system that was used
to measure the mass-mobility of individual aerosol particles where: CS is a catalytic
stripper, Qs is the DMS classifier sample flow rate, Qsh is the DMS classifier sheath
flow rate, Tch is the DMS charger temperature, Tc is the DMS classifier temperature
and P is the DMS classifier pressure.

also placed across the cylinders applying an electrostatic force to the particles as well.

Therefore particles of a set mass-to-charge ratio induce an equal electrostatic and

centrifugal force in opposite directions and pass through the classifier. By changing

the voltage and speed applied to the cylinders, the mass-to-charge setpoint can be

controlled. Uncharged particles can also pass through the CPMA if they are smaller

than the cut-off mass for a given rotational speed (Symonds et al., 2013).

A modified DMS500 (mDMS) was used to measure the mobility size distribution

of the CPMA classified particles. The DMS500 classifies particles by their electrical

mobility in real time thus measuring the transient mobility size distribution (Reavell

et al., 2002; Biskos et al., 2005). A voltage potential is placed between two concentric

cylinders and the path of the particles from the inside cylinder to the outside cylinder

is only dependent on their electrical mobility. Twenty-two electrometer rings are

placed on the inner surface of the outer cylinder and measure the current generated

from these particles grounding their charges at impact. By applying an inversion

to these measured currents the electrical mobility size spectral of the particles is

determined.

The DMS500 unipolar charger is a significant source of uncertainty, both for

particles in the range of 20-80 nm (in the region where doubly-charged particles start

to occur), and due to morphological sensitivity of the charging process (Symonds

and Reavell, 2007; Symonds, 2010), compared with its classifier alone. Therefore the
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charger was disabled and the DMS500 was run just as a particle mobility classifier,

relying on the pre-existing charge from the neutralised and CPMA classified aerosol,

to improve the sizing accuracy and remove most of the morphological dependence

from the measurement. As a result, the particles had lower charge states and thus

lower electrical mobilities and required a longer residence time within the DMS to

be classified. This was achieved by dropping the sheath flow rate from 30 slpm to

20 slpm and the sample flow rate from 8 slpm to 1.5 slpm. These modifications

limited the sizing range of the mDMS from 10 nm to 120 nm. The inversion matrix

applied to the mDMS assumed all particles were singly charged and generated 64

size-classes per decade. Two additional benefits of these modifications were the lower

sample flow rate of 1.5 slpm allowed the CPMA to operate at higher resolutions at

lower speeds and the mDMS measurements were not affected by small uncharged

particles that pass through the CPMA, as the particles were not detected on the

mDMS electrometer rings.

Since the CPMA classified particles by their mass-to-charge ratio and multiply-

charged particles were present, the mDMS measured the mobility size distribution

of several different particle masses. Therefore the results had to be corrected for this

effect. This correction was accomplished by measuring the aerosol size distribution

independently1, using either an SMPS or DMS. The charge distribution of the neu-

tralized aerosol was approximated using the bipolar charging model developed by

Wiedensohler (1988), then the theoretical CPMA and DMS transfer functions were

applied to this distribution, determining the theoretical DMS ring currents gener-

ated. The difference between the experimental and theoretical DMS ring currents

was minimized using three scaling factors. After minimization the fraction of DMS

ring current generated by multiply-charged particles was removed and the corrected

currents were reinverted to determine the corrected DMS mobility size distribution.

This distribution was fitted with a lognormal function and the fitted count median

1For some cases the unclassified mobility size distribution was approximated from a distribution
measured on a different sample line by accounting for the different dilution ratios measured using gas
analyzers and using a model developed by Liscinsky and Hollick (2010) to approximate the differences
in the particle losses between the two lines.
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diameter (CMD) was corrected with the size calibration curve. By combining the

multiply-charge corrected and size calibrated CMD and the CMPA mass-to-charge

setpoint the average effective density of that setpoint was determined. Further

details of the CPMA-mDMS setup, the multiple-charge correction process and its

experimental validation are described by Johnson et al. (2013b). The uncertainty of

the CPMA-mDMS system was 3.04-3.35% in terms of mobility size and 9.5-10.4%

in terms of effective density depending on the particle mobility size (Johnson et al.,

2013b). These uncertainties apply to all of the effective density results shown in this

chapter.

3.2 Results and discussion

3.2.1 Size calibration

The modified DMS (mDMS) was calibrated by using a differential mobility analyzer

(DMA) to size select aerosol particles, based on their mobility, upstream of the

mDMS. Multiple charging effects of the DMA did not affect the calibration as the

aerosol is not recharged between the DMA outlet and DMS classifier as in a standard

DMS500. Therefore a singly-charged particle selected by the DMA will land on

the same DMS ring as a multiply-charged particle selected by the DMA as both

particles have the same electrical mobility. Figure 3-4 shows the size calibration of

the modified DMS was stable over almost a year period and for a variety of aerosols.

3.2.2 Effective density functions

The effective particle densities measured from the CFM56-5B4-2P turbine engine

on April 29th and 30th at each engine load point are shown in Figure 3-5. Typical

of combustion sources, the effective density decreased as mobility size increased

indicating the particles were probably fractal-like aggregates. The mass-mobility

exponent, as defined by Equation 1.2, varied between 2.72 and 2.82 for all engine

loads and different sample conditioning. A few mass-mobility exponents did fall

outside this range. This occurred for effective density functions where only a few
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Figure 3-4: Size calibration curve of modified DMS.

points were measured across a narrow portion of the mobility size distribution due

to insufficient mDMS signal from low particle concentrations, as shown in Figure

3-5e Diluted Line B, Denuded and Annex 16 Undiluted Line, Denuded. Other

discrepancies were due to a maximum effective density that appeared in the middle

of the effective density function. This usually occurred in the Annex 16 Undiluted

Line, Undenuded, as shown in Figure 3-5c and Figure 3-5e. One possible explanation

for this peak is the CPMA classified multiple species of varying effective densities

as the undiluted, undenuded line had the highest possibility of delivering a multi-

species sample. This peak also appeared in Figure 3-5a Diluted Line B, Denuded;

however, this isolated peak was only generated by the smallest mobility size effective

density decreasing. If this point is considered an outlier the remaining effective

density function followed a fractal-like relationship.

These high mass-mobility exponents also indicate that the particles from turbine

engines are slightly more compact or spherical than particles produced from other

combustion sources such as diesel engines. Olfert et al. (2007) measured mass-

mobility exponents of 2.22 to 2.48 at low diesel engine load points, while Park et al.

(2004b) measured a diesel engine mass-mobility exponent of 2.35. Further analysis

of this CPMA-mDMS data regarding turbine engine particle morphology and results
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Figure 3-5: Effective density results from CFM56-5B4-2P turbine engine where the
engine thrust was approximately steady-state with an average of: (a) 2560 lbs; (b) 4690
lbs; (c) 5850 lbs; (d) 6590 lbs; (e) 8330 lbs.
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from other instruments at the SAMPLE III campaign, such as Transmission Electron

Microscopy (TEM) images, has been completed by Boies (2013).

At the same particle mobility sizes across all engine load points, Diluted Line B

had on average a 35.5 kg/m3 lower effective density than the Annex 16 Undiluted

Line for a denuded sample and a 149.4 kg/m3 lower effective density for an unde-

nuded sample. Similarly, the denuded sample had on average a 45.8 kg/m3 lower

effective density than the undenuded sample from Diluted Line B and a 191.4 kg/m3

lower effective density from the Annex 16 Undiluted Line. These shifts in the effec-

tive density functions indicate the presence of volatile material within the sample.

As expected the shift between the denuded and undenuded sample was smaller in

the diluted line than the undiluted line, as the dilution lowered the volatile mate-

rial partial vapor pressure in the line, making it less likely for volatile material to

condense. The presence of volatile material in aircraft exhaust has been observed in

other studies, such as Anderson et al. (1998), Dakhel et al. (2007) and Peck et al.

(2012). Therefore a volatile component remover, such as a catalytic stripper, volatile

particle remover (VPR) or thermodenuder, must be used to denude the volatile frac-

tion if future regulations require the measurement (mass or number concentration)

of only the non-volatile particulate matter. For further details regarding aircraft

particle volatility please see Swanson (2013), which outlines the particle volatility

measured during the SAMPLE III campaign using CPMA-mDMS, EC/OC filters

and aerosol mass spectrometer (AMS) data.

Volatile material usually has a lower density than non-volatile material (assumed

to be black carbon), approximately 1000 kg/m3 vs. 1800 kg/m3 (Park et al., 2004a)

respectively. As the portion of volatile material increases the effective particle den-

sity will also increase until the particle becomes spherical. This effect is due to the

fractal-like nature of a soot particle, where the volatile material fills in the voids

around the primary soot particles, thus increasing the particle mass significantly,

while only causing a small increase in the particle mobility diameter. This theory

is supported by the values above as the measured effective density, at the same

mobility size, increased when more volatile material was likely present.
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The variations in effective density functions due to engine thrust for each sam-

ple conditioning is shown in Figure 3-6. With the exception of Figure 3-6a, all of

the plots in Figure 3-6 show that the effective density increased as engine thrust in-

creased. Figure 3-6a illustrates that the effective density initially increased as engine

thrust increased, then decreased for higher engine thrust. Timko et al. (2010) found

that the average effective density, measured using an AMS and SMPS, increased

slightly as engine thrust increased. However using a MAAP and SMPS, which mea-

sures a different definition of effective density than the AMS and SMPS, Timko

et al. (2010) found that this average effective density initially increased as engine

thrust increased then decreased at higher engine thrust. The CPMA-mDMS results

can be compared against Timko et al.’s second measurement of effective density as

both methods are based on particle mass and mobility diameter. Using the MAAP

and SMPS, Timko et al. (2010) measured a mass-weighted average effective density

of 710 kg/m3 to 840kg/m3, which falls within the range of the size-resolved effective

densities measured by the CPMA-mDMS system of approximately 600 kg/m3 to

1200 kg/m3.

To determine the change in effective density due to engine thrust, yet account

for the effective density being a function of particle mobility size, the standard error

of fit as defined by Figliola and Beasley (2010) was determined for each sampling

condition. This parameter is a measure of the spread or deviation of the data about

the line of best fit. The denuded and undenuded samples on Diluted Line B had

standard errors of fit of 55.1 kg/m3 and 53.1 kg/m3 respectively, while the denuded

and undenuded samples on the Annex 16 Undiluted Line had standard errors of

fit of 69.2 kg/m3 and 99.5 kg/m3 respectively. Therefore, engine thrust had the

smallest effect on the diluted line (Figure 3-6b and 3-6c) and the largest effect

on the undiluted, undenuded line (Figure 3-6b) as depicted by the spread of the

effective density in each plot at common mobility sizes. These trends could indicate

the non-volatile particle effective density is less sensitive to engine thrust than the

total effective density or that the amount of volatile material present is dependent

on engine thrust.
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Figure 3-6: Effects of thrust and different engines on effective density functions measured
from: (a) Annex 16 Undiluted Line, Denuded; (b) Annex 16 Undiluted Line, Undenuded;
(c) Diluted Line B, Denuded; (d) Diluted Line B, Undenuded.

Figure 3-6b also shows the effective densities from three different turbine engines:

CFM56-5B4-2P, CFM56-7B26 and PW4000-100. These measurements also followed

the trend that the effective density increased as engine thrust increased. Further-

more, the effective densities produced by these two other engines were similar to the

CFM56-5B4-2P engine results.

Figure 3-7 shows all of the results from the denuded, diluted line or the nvPM

effective densities measured across all of the CFM56-5B4-2P engine load points. The

shaded region shown in Figure 3-7 outlines the standard error of the mass-mobility

fit, as described previously, and was determined to be ±55 kg/m3. Therefore, due to

the small variation in nvPM effective density from engine thrust, the nvPM effective

density function of aircraft exhaust can be approximated by:

ρeff = 11.92d2.76−3
m ± 55, (3.1)
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where dm is in m and ρeff is in kg/m3.
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Figure 3-7: Average non-volatile effective density, measured on Diluted Line B, Denuded,
from a CFM56-5B4 turbine engine across all measured load points.

3.2.3 Non-volatile particulate matter mass concentration comparisons

Applying the measured diluted, denuded effective density functions to the mobility

size distributions measured at the same conditions, the nvPM mass concentrations

produced by the CFM56-5B4-2P engine were determined. The CPMA-mDMS, LII

and MSS all measured from Diluted Line B, however the mobility size distributions

were measured on Diluted Line A. Therefore to approximate the mobility size dis-

tributions in Diluted Line B from Diluted Line A some assumptions were made.

The losses in Diluted Line B and Diluted Line A were assumed to be equal and the

dilution factor of each line was accounted for by calculating the real-time dilution

ratios from the raw and diluted CO2 concentrations. The losses in the AVL volatile

particle remover (VPR) were neglected and the dilution ratio with the VPR was

assumed to be constant at the value determined at the beginning of the campaign.
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Furthermore no denuded mobility size distributions were measured on April 30th.

Therefore these denuded size distributions were approximated by matching engine

conditions (engine thrust and exhaust exit temperature) from April 29th to April

30th. These assumptions were applied to the mobility size distributions measured

by a long SMPS and a nano SMPS. The nano SMPS only characterized a portion

of the total mobility size distribution as it only measured particles up to 63.8 nm,

but the count median diameter (CMD) of the aircraft mobility size distribution was

20 nm to 40 nm. This limitation was accounted for by fitting a lognormal curve to

the nano SMPS data through Chi-Squared minimization and calculating the mass

concentration from this fit (nano SMPS fitted). The nvPM mass concentrations

calculated using these assumptions are shown in Figure 3-8.

The nano SMPS was found on average to underestimate the nvPM mass con-

centration by 20.3% relative to the LII on April 29th and 40.5% relative to the LII

on April 30th. This result was expected as the nano SMPS did not consider the

entire mobility size distribution. The long SMPS and nano SMPS fitted were found

on average to overestimate the nvPM mass concentration by 71.3% and 92.0% rel-

ative to the LII on April 29th and 22.4% and 52.6% relative to the LII on April

30th respectively. This disagreement was likely caused by the assumptions made

to approximate the non-volatile mobility size distribution, such as dilution ratios,

particle losses and matching engine conditions. The disagreement between the LII

and MSS was found to be negligible.

In the future an SMPS or DMS should sample the same denuded exhaust as other

mass instruments so a better comparison can be completed. Previous studies with

diesel soot have shown that a DMS is capable of measuring mass concentrations

with a known density function (Symonds et al., 2007). These measurements are

expected to be within 32% of the true value, determined by propagating the DMS

uncertainty of 10% (Symonds, 2010) with the effective density function uncertainty

of 10.4% (Johnson et al., 2013b).
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Figure 3-8: Non-volatile mass concentration from integrating the effective density func-
tion over the mobility size distribution and comparing to other mass concentration mea-
surement techniques such as the LII and MSS.
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Chapter 4

General Discussion and Conclusions

A novel measurement system was developed, a CPMA-DMS system, which is ca-

pable of measuring the transient mass-mobility of individual nano-particles at one

mass setpoint or characterize the entire effective density function in a fraction of

the time compared to previous measuring systems. The results of this system must

be corrected for the effects of uncharged and multiply-charged particles. This cor-

rection was applied by developing a code in Matlab. This instrument configuration

and correction method has never been used anywhere else in the world.

Two different CPMA-DMS systems and the multiple-charge correction method

were validated by measuring the effective density of DEHS. DEHS was used as it

has a known and size-independent density of 912 kg/m3. The CPMA-mDMS system

measured an effective density of 964 kg/m3 or within 5.7% of the accepted value,

while the CPMA-sDMS system measured 1027 kg/m3 or within 12.6% difference of

the accepted value. It was found both the multiple-charge correction and size cali-

bration were significant, each causing a maximum change in effective density greater

than 10%, for either system. Therefore, both the multiple-charge correction and size

calibration must be applied to obtain accurate results from the CPMA-mDMS or

CPMA-sDMS system. The uncertainty in effective density, assuming a 95% confi-

dence interval, was 9.5–10.4% for the CPMA-mDMS system depending on particle

A version or portion of this chapter has been submitted for publication/accepted for publica-
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mobility size and 30.1% for the CPMA-sDMS system. While these uncertainties are

higher than previously described mass-mobility measurement techniques, a CPMA-

DMS system can measure transient sources at one particle mass or determine a

complete aerosol density distribution in minutes from steady state sources.

A CPMA-mDMS system was then used to measure the size-resolved effective

density of aircraft particle matter. This characteristic had only previously been

measured as a mass weighted average and therefore could not accurately convert

measured mobility size distributions to mass distributions.

The mass-mobility exponent was found to be between 2.72 and 2.82 for varying

CFM56-5B4-2P engine load points, with only a few exceptions. These outliers were

thought to be caused from measuring only a very narrow range of the effective den-

sity function or from the CPMA classifying multiple species, thus generating a peak

in the effective density function. These high mass-mobility exponents could indi-

cate that aircraft particulate matter is more spherical than traditional combustion

sources, such as flames or diesel engines. The shift in effective density between the

denuded and undenuded sample of 45.8 kg/m3 on the diluted line and 191.4 kg/m3

on the undiluted line. This shift indicates the presence of some volatile material

and that a volatile component remover, such as a catalytic stripper, volatile particle

remover (VPR) or thermodenuder, must be used to denude the volatile fraction if

future regulations require the measurement (mass or number concentration) of only

the non-volatile particulate matter. The effective particle densities from CFM56-

7B26 and PW4000-100 engines were similar to the CFM56-5B4-2P and all three

engines show the same trend that effective density increased as engine thrust in-

creased. The change in effective density due to engine thrust was found to be the

smallest on the diluted line and largest on the undiluted line. This small deviation

in the nvPM effective density allowed it be approximated using a mass-mobility

prefactor of 11.92 and exponent of 2.76, with a 95% confidence interval of 55 kg/m3.

The mass concentrations determined using the effective density functions and mo-

bility size distributions were found to agree within an average of 59.6% with the

LII, even though many assumptions were made to approximate the mobility size
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distributions. In the future the denuded mobility size distributions and mass con-

centrations, measured using a LII and MSS, should be completed under the same

sampling system so that a more comprehensive comparison can be made.
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